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Figure: Sub-glacial till beneath an ice sheet.

Figure: Schematic of a marine ice sheet.

Figure: Antarctic ice velocity map [1].

Introduction

This work involves the motion of ice sheets,
such as those of West Antarctica, which is anal-
ogous to the flow of a viscous fluid, e.g. honey
or tar, only ice sheets move a lot slower. Their
motion can be modelled in the same way, us-
ing principles of fluid dynamics and lubrication
theory. Since the length of a glacier is a lot
greater than its height, we can assume horizon-
tal, thin-film flow, which allows the equations
to be simplified.

Objectives/Goals

This work examines the effects of basal lubrica-
tion on the large-scale dynamics of ice sheets.
For example, how does a basal water film af-
fect glacial acceleration? How does sediment
transport affect grounding line dynamics?
To answer these questions, we adapt and non-
dimensionalise governing equations from [3]-[7]
to model the flow and solve them numerically
to understand the underlying physics.
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Figure: Ice shelf edge in Atka Bay, West Antarctica
[2].

Definitions

An ice sheet, also known as a conti-
nental glacier, is a layer of ice spreading
over bedrock.
An ice shelf is a region of ice which is
floating on water, but can still be at-
tached to the main ice sheet.
A marine ice sheet terminates at the
ocean and consists of an ice sheet and
an ice shelf.

Geophysical Significance

The results of this work carry impli-
cations on the stability of marine ice
sheets and associated sea level rise in
light of the changing climate. Increased
sub-glacial lubrication may lead to ac-
celerated ice velocities, a positive feed-
back with increased melt production,
and possible ice shelf collapse.
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Ice Sheet Equations
Ice Sheet Equations

Extensional Flow Equation for Ice:
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x

− RNr|u|m−1u = ρig(H − s)Hx ,

(u(H − s))x = a (Ice Mass Conservation).

Sediment Equations

(qb)x = −E (Sediment Mass Conservation),

qb = 1
2
uhA −

h3
A

12ηs
Nx + Q(|τe|)sign(τe) (Sediment Flux),

τe = − 1
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Water Flow Equations

0 =

(
h3ψx
12ηw

)
x

+ Γ (Water Conservation),

Γ =
G+τbu−qt

ρwL
(Water Source),

τb = RNr|u|m−1u (Basal Shear Stress),

ψ = ρigH + ∆ρwigs − N
(

Hydraulic
Potential

)
.

Other Equations

Ice Closure:

0 =
ρwΓ
ρi
−KlcNn ,

Geometric Constraint:
h = s − b.

Parameters & Variables - Water

h: Water Film Thickness, ψ: Hydraulic Potential, τb : Basal Shear Stress,
ηw : Water Viscosity, Γ: Water Source, G: Geothermal Heat Flux,
qt : Heat Flux into the Ice, L: Latent Heat, lc : Clast Spacing.

Figure: Schematic adapted from [3] of model
geometries. Colours match the equations shown on the
left. The sediment surface is z = b, the water surface
is z = s and the ice surface is z = H.

Parameters & Variables - Ice & Sediment

η̃i : Ice Viscosity Prefactor,
u: Ice Velocity,
R: Roughness Coefficient,
N : Effective Pressure,
r: Power Law Exponent in Weertman’s Slid-
ing Law for the Effective Pressure,
m: Power Law Exponent in Weertman’s
Sliding Law for the Sliding Velocity,
ρi : Ice Density,
g: Acceleration Due to Gravity,
a: Net Ice Accumulation,
n: Power Law Exponent in Glen’s Flow Law
for Ice,
qb : Bedload Sediment Flux,
E: Sediment Erosion Rate,
hA : Till Thickness,
ηs : Sediment Effective Viscosity,
Q(τe): Bedload Sediment Transport,
τe : Effective Stress,
Ds : Grain Size of Till,
µ: Friction Coefficient,
φ: Sediment Porosity,
τc : Critical Stress,
ρs : Sediment Density,
ρw : Water Density.
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Ice Shelf Equations and Results

Figure: Ice sheet and shelf profile schematic.

Boundary Conditions at x = 0,

Ice Source Flux: (H − s)u = qi0 ,
Ice Source Thickness: H − s = H0 ,

Water Source Flux: −h
3ψx
12

= qw0 ,

Sediment Source Flux: qb = qb0 .

Numerical Solutions - Effective Pressure & Basal Sediment
Flux

Figure: Top graph showing N , the effective pressure reach 0
at the grounding line. The bottom graph in red shows qb ,
the basal sediment flux, reach 0 at the grounding line.

Ice Sheet Equations

Equations on slide 2.

Ice Shelf Equations

Extensional Flow Equation for Ice:

|ux|1/n−1ux = 1
8
ρiη̃

1/n
i

(
1 − ρi

ρw

)
g(H − s),

H − s =
ρw

ρw−ρi
(H − d) (Flotation Condition),

(u(H − s))x = a (Ice Mass Conservation).

Boundary Conditions at the Grounding Line (x = xG)

Ice Flux Continuity: [u(H − s)]+− = 0,

Ice Normal Stress Continuity:[
− 1

2
ρig(H − s)2 + 4ηiux(H − s)

]+
−

= 0,

Till Flux Continuity: qb = 0,
Hydraulic Water Pressure: N = 0,
Flotation Condition: ρi(H − s) = ρw(d − s),

Ice Height Continuity: [H]
+
− = 0.

Numerical Solutions - Profile

Figure: Modelled ice sheet and shelf profile. Light blue is the ice sheet and
shelf, turquoise is water and beige is the sediment.The parameter values are
chosen so that the amount of water beneath the ice sheet is exaggerated.
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